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hi, i'm renee kacz

Thanks, I appreciate you downloading this cheat sheet. Really briefly, here's a little 

more about me. If you want to know more feel free to check out my website. 

 I love to passionately lead female business owners to grow successful, leveraged  

businesses that bring them great joy and aligns with their highest purpose.   

I am the founder of the Inspired Women of Perth and the Inspired Marketing  

Mastermind, Perth's best women's business event of the year! 

 Here's to your phenomenal FB ad success! 

 Much love Renee  
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International Speaker - Author - Business Coach

PS if you want to get in touch feel free to email me, renee@reneekacz.com. I do my best to  

respond to all messages within 24 hours but sometimes, based on what project or overseas  

adventure I'm in the middle of, it might take a bit longer. But I will respond as soon as I can.
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take your business 
to the next level!

F A C E B O O K  T A R G E T I N G  A D S
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Before we dive into your FB ad specifics,  I want to make sure you get the absolute 
most out of this cheat sheet. So before beginning, it's really, incredibly, absolutely 
important (yes, it's that important) that you're crystal clear on your IDEAL 
CUSTOMER AVATAR! If you're not, or you've never even heard of an ideal 
customer avatar before, there's not a lot of point to doing this exercise, or any other 
marketing exercise in your biz. 

If you want your marketing to connect with your best clients, then you need to be 
crystal clear on who your ICA (ideal customer avatar) is.  

If you want more info about why creating your ICA is soooooooo important, 
download my ebook below and read the chapter on creating your ICA.  

Once you've nailed your ICA completing this worksheet will be a total breeze and 
will mean that your FB ads will align with your ICA, meaning that you'll attract more 
of your favourite (and loveliest) clients to your biz!  

Here's to your phenomenal FB ad success! 

Much love 
Renee 

PS if your FB ads still aren't converting at a reasonable rate after following this 
cheat sheet, you'll need to look to the other elements of your ad as well and iterate 
(make changes) to your image/ video and copy.  Targeting FB ads forms only 1 part 
of a highly successful FB ad campaign

DOWNLOAD

free ebook

*****
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  M Y  
I C A

Name 

Gender

Age

Location

Occupation Children

Marital statusSocial status

Self esteem Income level

Where do they hang out?

What do they do on the weekends, where would they go to meet friends

and family?

What websites do they go on? 
Where do they 'hang out' online? Do they search news sites or gossip sites, specific

blogs or forums?
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Interest

Facebook Targeted 
Interests

Notes (what you use in your FB ads)
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Magazines

Books

Groups or
organisations

(what magazines (online and offline) does your ICA read?)

(what are their favourite books?)

(do they have a membership anywhere? belong to certain 
Meetup groups?)

Charities or 
foundations

(where do they donate money? what charity events do 
they attend?)

Who/ what 
they follow

(which influencers are they following?)

Spending
(where do they spend their money?)
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H O W  T O  U S E  T H I S  
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Chea t  Sh e e t  
Now that you have gone deep and dived into all the 
questions in this cheat sheet, let's use that valuable info to 
target your FB ads!

Use the information in this cheat sheet to target specific 
characteristics and demographics related to your ICA.

1. 

2.  Create duplicate adverts that are identical except for 1 
thing. E.g. have identical ads except with a different image 
OR have identical ads except different copy. (but not 
BOTH).

Monitor the performance of both ads for a day. Whichever 
one is performing better, incorporate that difference into 
both ads. E.g. say you had identical adverts  but different 
images and Ad B had better conversions that Ad A. You 
would use the Ad B image for both ads. Keep both still 
running, then change the copy on ONE of the ads. Test 
which works best and continue iterating. 

3. 
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